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Mobility Management Progress in 2018
While many of the formal activities associated with mobility management
project transitioned from development of ideas and concepts to NDOT staff
working to identify funding for the next phase, a number of efforts continued in
the Southeast Region. These included:
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For More
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Resources

Definition of
Mobility
Management

A strategic approach to service
coordination among providers to
create an integrated full range of
transportation services

• Refinement of the Regional Coordination Committee process, including
meetings with committee members.
• Providing a Mobility Manager to assist with coordination efforts in the
Southeast Region.
• Implementation of the Provider Regional Service Calendar.
Through continuation of the Southeast Regional Committee the team was able to
refine the meeting process to be deployed throughout the state and prepare a
handbook for use in all six regions.

Handbooks Available
Through the Mobility Management Project the team has developed a series of
handbooks to aid individual and groups of local agencies to advance
coordination efforts. The following handbooks are available through the
Nebraska Transit website
• Roles/Responsibilities of a Mobility Manager – The purpose of this
handbook is to provide agencies with the critical information needed to
activate a mobility manager to assist in coordination efforts.
• Regional Committee Member Handbook – This manual outlines the roles
and responsibilities of representatives requested to be a part of one of the
six regional committees. It also provides information on meeting agendas,
meeting topics, etc.
Below is the link to the handbooks:

https://www.nebraskatransit.com/index.php/resources/mobility-management/

Southeast Region 2018 Follow-up Survey
Work completed by the Southeast Coordination Committee in 2018 provided
opportunities to discuss the range of strategies developed earlier in the
project. Following a series of committee meetings members were asked,
through an online survey, to identify which of the strategies were most
important to implement. Responses were received from 25 of the 72 members
of the committee in the region.

Listed below are the strategies in order of importance to respondents:
• Sharing regional service trips with others serving the same
regional center (Example: Lincoln)

Range of Coordination Strategies Identified
for Southeast Region

• Enhanced and shared public transit marketing
• Trip information sharing between providers
(see Online Calendar strategy)
• Technology – Provide opportunity to use
mobile device for trip reservations
• Implement the Lincoln-Omaha service concept
by expanding the university shuttle
• Activate the mobility manager position
• Activate the Omaha Metro Region One-Call
One-Click Center
• Provide public transit in Polk County
Other suggested coordination strategies were:
• Update the needs assessment through rider
surveys
• Including inter-city carriers in coordination
efforts
• Add electronic logging devices

Shared Regional Trip Calendar
One of the coordination strategies adopted as part of the southeast pilot focused on using technology for
simplifying sharing transit schedules between providers. A first step in sharing information was uploading
regional trip schedules and agency contact information to a Google Calendar hosted on the Nebraska Transit
website. Calendar entries include the basics of the travel schedules; agency personnel then coordinate
details of routes, departure and arrival times, and fares, which are critical for coordination. Transit operators
that would like access to the calendar, please contact Kari Ruse at the NDOT.
With the calendar, providers can share trip information for the scheduled regional trips available and logical
to coordinate with other providers. The calendar will need regular updates from providers to keep the
information useful and current, which is a task all providers supported. Moreover, since every provider can
see regional trips offered by others, through coordination they can all help address unmet transit needs of
their patrons.
The online survey of providers in the Southeast Region included a question about current use of the regional
trip calendar. About 30 percent (seven) respondents accessed the regional trip calendar in the past six
months.

